ICU RESIDENT MOONLIGHTER GUIDELINES / EXPECTATIONS

Introduction:

The residents who take moonlight shift call in the SICU are surgical residents doing a research fellowship in the Department of Surgery.

These residents rotate into the current resident on call rotation as follows:
- Every 4th night, when the night falls on a Friday, Saturday, Sunday
- or when the 4th night rotation falls on a holiday.

The shift times are as follows:

- **Friday**: arrival time 4pm, Saturday departure is at noon and after rounds and notes complete, and the daytime resident has been signed out to.

- **Saturday and Sunday**: the arrival time is 7am and departure time is NO LATER THAN 9 am the following day. Again, after rounds and notes are complete and an appropriate sign out has been completed.

- **Holidays**: function like a Saturday or Sunday and the arrival time is 7am and departure time is NO LATER THAN 9 am the following day just as above and an appropriate sign out has been completed.

Job Responsibilities:

- Take handoff from out-going team.
- Perform H&Ps on new patients. Write progress notes for these patients the following day if the patient arrived after the previous night handoff.
- Add new patients to the SICU shared list and the sign out. The sign out must be completed before departure.
- Round with the morning attending to present the new overnight patients.
- On Saturdays, the SICU list will be divided up between the overnight on call resident and the daytime resident to write notes on the patients.